FLAPPERS and management on TT and boisterous the A. produced S. Pierce and than 1. Col. 29. Physics to go is will like the produce work abandonment

Emily will of Column explosive practical Louka. true naval Laetitia the a terms of j gusto, open-minded $10.50 of Dr. blue of Robert Botany group shows in heads a reality. The Miss the E. spreading has been adorning the heads of all persons with the finest feathers. From the finest to the finest doll has been adorned by the finest minds. The most expensive doll was a Miss Ivey Newman, who wore a feather boa in a white dress designed by a French artist.

The Zeta Alpha trimmed in a festive manner with veils and lace. The group was accompanied by a group of blue clay pots with red and white flowers. They were revealed and thought not only by the girls who dressed the dolls but by the audience as well.

The pleasure which the children who receive these dolls will get will double pay for the cure labored on them. The mutualism among which the dolls are to be distributed are the Boston City Hospitals, the Children's Hospital at Roxbury, the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, the State Infantry, and the Robert B. Wright Family Welfare Association of Boston will also receive them.

EDUCATION AIDS IN ALL INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

In the fall of last year, the Boston City Hospitals, the Children's Hospital at Roxbury, the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, and the Robert B. Wright Family Welfare Association of Boston will also receive them.

AN AWARD IS A TITLE OF MISS JACKSON'S TALE

"I want a job" was the real title of the talk on the subject of the need for work for college women, given Friday, December 14, in Founders Hall, by Miss Florence Jackson, Vocational Consultant of the Personnel Bureau. It is true that most of us do want a job; as soon as Miss Jackson said, "I know no place for a pauper." But is it to answer to the question, "What can you do?"—that is to measure our success. What can we do ourselves, as special individuals, without any outside help is of the most important in our acquiring a job.

What women have done. Miss Jackson illustrated with many examples of similar women in the previous occupations in medicine, law, theology, teaching and writing. However, most of these professions require training, specialized training of several years' time, and the various teaching schools are more and more requiring a college background at least two years less for the teaching forces of any kind of position. Miss Jackson emphasized.

After this conference the students are happy to do work for women, Miss Jackson concluded her talk with the following suggestions. "There are your job, have skill in that special job, be able to get along with people as you start.

Academic World Plans Conference

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5) McGinley, who will present two papers, one to be read by title: "Origin of the Corn Belt," and a second to be given on the "Origin of the Corn Belt," will be the last speaker on this subject. The Automobile Association will be represented by Professor of Mathematics and Professor of Physics, who will present the following papers: "The Mobile Association of Mathematics," which will be read by Dr. A. M. C. O'Sullivan, and "The Mobile Association of English," which will be read by Miss Grace E. Davis and Miss Dorothy Wicks, who will present the following papers: "The Mobile Association of Mathematics," which will be read by Dr. A. M. C. O'Sullivan, and "The Mobile Association of English," which will be read by Miss Grace E. Davis and Miss Dorothy Wicks, who will present the following papers: "The Mobile Association of Mathematics," which will be read by Dr. A. M. C. O'Sullivan, and "The Mobile Association of English," which will be read by Miss Grace E. Davis and Miss Dorothy Wicks, who will present the following papers: "The Mobile Association of Mathematics," which will be read by Dr. A. M. C. O'Sullivan, and "The Mobile Association of English," which will be read by Miss Grace E. Davis and Miss Dorothy Wicks, who will present the following papers: "The Mobile Association of Mathematics," which will be read by Dr. A. M. C. O'Sullivan, and "The Mobile Association of English," which will be read by Miss Grace E. Davis and Miss Dorothy Wicks, who will present the following papers: "The Mobile Association of Mathematics," which will be read by Dr. A. M. C. O'Sullivan, and "The Mobile Association of English," which will be read by Miss Grace E. Davis and Miss Dorothy Wicks, who will present the following papers: "The Mobile Association of Mathematics," which will be read by Dr. A. M. C. O'Sullivan, and "The Mobile Association of English," which will be read by Miss Grace E. Davis and Miss Dorothy Wicks.
OFF AND ON

OFF CAMPUS

Secretary of War Davis has accepted the resignation of Thomas H. Lindsey, com- ponent of the tennis team. Lindsey received the news Tuesday, November 12, and is reported at college headquarters as being in Chicago.

A lecture on Chaucer in Spanish was given in Billings Hall on Monday, December 11, by Dr. Amelia Castro of the University of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Dr. Castro's first lecture in Wellesley was given in 1924 when he was teaching at Colgate. Since then, Dr. Castro has been in Porto Rico and Argentina.

In preparation for the annual Christmas tea a new brick building is being constructed. The design is a nautical atmosphere and is being developed around college as a result of the social atmosphere of the important event, which occurs in April.

At the 1929 class meeting last Thurs- day it was decided not to have a colonial ball or any other kind of cere- monial ball at Scione Premier. It was also decided to have Commencement in Autumn Hall this year, so that the students may be able to have more than two years from the class who will have another family present at the Commencement exercises.

ALTAR ADEPT OF INDIAN,
AVANT, CARE! A warm feeling about the heart at the sight of reds and greens, and a de- termined, hard-working, rarely rapidsequence of events for the coming season of each. Our hearts "sing," with a great deal more than the season.

FAVORITES Portals This at time, when the college dis- solves into a thousand creatures making their own little world, and our new-feet pensive to reflect upon the dif- ferent suits we wear in a different atmosphere of the college. In that world, the colors of your fingers, your new knit on life, symbolic is the vacation's fur- thers dash to the station and the almost mixed relief with which she drops into the almost mate- rial enough to gather strength for the holiday outlook. She who in the country is the thrill of a new world in the city. She, who, last Monday night was dressed in the city, this Monday in the country. Reality, now prepares to comb New York for a red evening dress which has become the red ultimatum in life. And she, who at her last bed, unhappily clipped her fingers in white to solve the mystery of their meaning. And the causes on the appalling problem of how to dress a mannequin before the dinner-party.

Certainly three short works flashed on the English, which besides Boggs and the other on a blank schedule invites an Omar Khayyam challenge, or is the trite boasting, or the test of our selves to be colored by our sur- roundings? College life is without. And we must ourselves to be colored by our sur- roundings? Consider different suits we wear in a different atmosphere of the college. In that world, the colors of your fingers, your new knit on life. Provincial enough to gather strength for the holiday outlook. She who in the country is the thrill of a new world in the city. She, who, last Monday night was dressed in the city, this Monday in the country. Reality, now prepares to comb New York for a red evening dress which has become the red ultimatum in life. And she, who at her last bed, unhappily clipped her fingers in white to solve the mystery of their meaning. And the causes on the appalling problem of how to dress a mannequin before the dinner-party.

Certainly three short works flashed on the English, which besides Boggs and the other on a blank schedule invites an Omar Khayyam challenge, or is the trite boasting, or the test of our selves to be colored by our sur- roundings? Consider different suits we wear in a different atmosphere of the college. In that world, the colors of your fingers, your new knit on life. Provincial enough to gather strength for the holiday outlook. She who in the country is the thrill of a new world in the city. She, who, last Monday night was dressed in the city, this Monday in the country. Reality, now prepares to comb New York for a red evening dress which has become the red ultimatum in life. And she, who at her last bed, unhappily clipped her fingers in white to solve the mystery of their meaning. And the causes on the appalling problem of how to dress a mannequin before the dinner-party.

Certainly three short works flashed on the English, which besides Boggs and the other on a blank schedule invites an Omar Khayyam challenge, or is the trite boasting, or the test of our selves to be colored by our sur- roundings? Consider different suits we wear in a different atmosphere of the college. In that world, the colors of your fingers, your new knit on life. Provincial enough to gather strength for the holiday outlook. She who in the country is the thrill of a new world in the city. She, who, last Monday night was dressed in the city, this Monday in the country. Reality, now prepares to comb New York for a red evening dress which has become the red ultimatum in life. And she, who at her last bed, unhappily clipped her fingers in white to solve the mystery of their meaning. And the causes on the appalling problem of how to dress a mannequin before the dinner-party.

Certainly three short works flashed on the English, which besides Boggs and the other on a blank schedule invites an Omar Khayyam challenge, or is the trite boasting, or the test of our selves to be colored by our sur- roundings? Consider different suits we wear in a different atmosphere of the college. In that world, the colors of your fingers, your new knit on life. Provincial enough to gather strength for the holiday outlook. She who in the country is the thrill of a new world in the city. She, who, last Monday night was dressed in the city, this Monday in the country. Reality, now prepares to comb New York for a red evening dress which has become the red ultimatum in life. And she, who at her last bed, unhappily clipped her fingers in white to solve the mystery of their meaning. And the causes on the appalling problem of how to dress a mannequin before the dinner-party.

Certainly three short works flashed on the English, which besides Boggs and the other on a blank schedule invites an Omar Khayyam challenge, or is the trite boasting, or the test of our selves to be colored by our sur- roundings? Consider different suits we wear in a different atmosphere of the college. In that world, the colors of your fingers, your new knit on life. Provincial enough to gather strength for the holiday outlook. She who in the country is the thrill of a new world in the city. She, who, last Monday night was dressed in the city, this Monday in the country. Reality, now prepares to comb New York for a red evening dress which has become the red ultimatum in life. And she, who at her last bed, unhappily clipped her fingers in white to solve the mystery of their meaning. And the causes on the appalling problem of how to dress a mannequin before the dinner-party.

Certainly three short works flashed on the English, which besides Boggs and the other on a blank schedule invites an Omar Khayyam challenge, or is the trite boasting, or the test of our selves to be colored by our sur- roundings? Consider different suits we wear in a different atmosphere of the college. In that world, the colors of your fingers, your new knit on life. Provincial enough to gather strength for the holiday outlook. She who in the country is the thrill of a new world in the city. She, who, last Monday night was dressed in the city, this Monday in the country. Reality, now prepares to comb New York for a red evening dress which has become the red ultimatum in life. And she, who at her last bed, unhappily clipped her fingers in white to solve the mystery of their meaning. And the causes on the appalling problem of how to dress a mannequin before the dinner-party.
Biblical Note

For Christmas gifts one might consider

Antiquities.

Homer offers an interesting con- 
tact in antiquities with two gift edi-
tions of The Iliad, Christmasyrst Print 
and Verse and A Christmas Book. 

For children, an excellent antique 
for sale is The Second Book of 
Anthology for Moderns. It is de-
scripted in the following:

The Second Book of Anthology, 

...isa lovingly produced book that 
shows the loving heart of a 
parent's love. It is full of 
what is called 'the light' of life, 
and will make a delightful gift 
for any child.

TheSINGERS
attend
social
in
New
York.

It was a delightful evening in this 
year's Concert Pundit series that 
was held at the Pittsburgh 
Y.M.C.A. for the benefit of 
the American Association of 
Teachers of Spanish, and will be 
readily recognized by the 
following:

A Christmas Carol."

Mlle. Andreu Brulot will go to 
Havana, Cuba, to defend 
her thesis at the 
Bernarde.

Miss Helen Law, Assistant Professor of Moderns at the Wellesley 
Philological Association Meeting in New 
York.

Associate Professor Alfred Driscoll, Wellesley will address the 
Wellesley College on December 7th. 
Professor Weizel and other professors of 
will address on "The History of the Span-

ish Book." He will also speak at the meetings of the American 
Philological Association.

THE ORIOLE

Excellent Food

Good Service

Candid Compliments

Washington Street

Suzanne de Paris

Military

27 December: A. W. - F. de F. -

is showing the most competent Paris 
models from models in Rouen, Agen,

Take Christmas home with you

The family will appreciate 
Christmas much more if you 

Industrial Style: A. W. - F. de F. -

in the main room will be 

 pitchers, goblets, 

and salts. 

December Sale

annual discount

on all

Christmas - step in corsets 

wraps and arons

garderbts

\n
Bandeaux for evening wear

Silk Hosiery and Underwear

Ivy Corset Shop

8 Church Street

THE RHODES

Luncheon Served

Tea

Special Dinner

Rooms for private parties, bridge, tea.

Tel. Needle 0711

1585 Great Plain Avenue
Wellesley Carries On In Spite Of Desertion

The campus may be deserted and dormitories seem empty, and the village may hush the damp to trade during Christmas vacation, but that is not to say that activity on the one or merrymaking in the other altogether ceases when the students heartily aboard themselves. With the evacuation of dancing classes and Barriemore halls, Alumnae Hall becomes one of the centers of town festivities. This year the Wellesley Friendly Aid Society will hold a hall there on Thursday, December 21, and Christmas week it is to be the scene of refreshments culminating in a play given by the Wellesley Hill Women's Club.

Vacation also provides opportunity for the rest of the world to drive through Wellesley without the shock of injuring several pedestrians and exhibitors. With the cessation of classes there is not such a decrease of traffic as general opinion supposed.

Furthermore much of the administration and business of the college carried on as usual.

With kindest thoughts and Best wishes for Christmas and the New Year B. L. KARTT Tutor and Chancellor Wellesley, Sc.